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New challenges - New European Bauhaus initiative

“We have to ensure that sustainability and beauty is
not A PRIVILEGE FOR a few, but an opportunity for
many. The NEB must be relevant to all regions and
territories.”



2 - EUROACE
(Euroregion Alentejo - Centro - Extremadura)



Where we are



 EUROACE history;

 Project of hope and recovery;

 Our border nature, with a strong rural character, and the longstanding history of collaborative
working with the regions of Centro of Portugal and Extremadura of Spain to seek solutions to
common challenges, also led us to think in terms of cross-border cooperation this great project
that the Commission proposed to us;

 Borders are the true laboratories of European integration;

 One of the distinctive and common elements of the three regions is the existence of a large
territory that preserves an unique ecological and landscape value and an enormous
environmental quality, but where there has also been depopulation and abandonment of rural
areas with multiple economic, social, human and cultural consequences.

EUROACE (Euroregion Alentejo - Centro - Extremadura)
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Bauhaus EUROACE project

The purpose of the Bauhaus EUROACE project is to
develop, in a participative way and from different
perspectives, proposals in which creativity, innovation,
cooperation, respectful integration with the
environment and the enhancement of the heritage
focus on solving the problems that affect rural areas in
which depopulation is progressing, much more
pronounced in the rural border territories.



 The European Green Deal;

 The hallmarks of territories such as EUROACE are more aligned than ever with the challenges
posed by the EC, which marks a new green, digital and resilient economic model as a guarantee
of well-being;

 Territories such as EUROACE can be pioneers in offering that new way of life that the New
European Bauhaus wants to promote;

 EUROACE had opted years ago for the Green and Circular Economy, but this new philosophy also
proposed rethinking our future, changing the way we relate to our environment and transforming
our scenarios into more sustainable places, but also aesthetic and inclusive, more human;

 Like many other projects that we share with Spain, we thought that we could also approach this
initiative to cross-border projets, to give it greater added value. And we started working with our
partners from Centro and Extremadura and saw that we could use the values of the New
European Bauhaus to face one of the most important challenges facing the three regions:
depopulation.

Bauhaus EUROACE project
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EUROACE project LIKE HOME - Bauhaus Village Network



2 Countries 6 Villages3 Regions

EUROACE project LIKE HOME - Bauhaus Village Network



Alentejo

• Marco
|Esperança - Arronches|

• São Pedro do Corval 
|Reguengos de Monsaraz|

Centro

• Dornelas do Zêzere
|Pampilhosa da Serra|

• Sortelha
|Sabugal|

Extremadura

• Moraleja
|Cáceres|

• Llerena
|Badajoz|

Same problems

Loss of population Abandonment of their territories

EUROACE project LIKE HOME - Bauhaus Village Network



EUROACE project LIKE HOME - Bauhaus Village Network

 Project Bauhaus Village Network, as a pilot action to test innovative initiatives inspired by the
principles of the NEB (sustainability, beauty, inclusiveness, participation, innovation…) to make
their territories more attractive, fix population and fight against the demographic challenge.

 Project Network of Villages of the Future, and it has been one of the 20 projects approved
throughout Europe, incidentally also the most cherished by the Commission, as it is a TC project.
So far there have been several meetings, one in Dornelas do Zêzere, and another in São Pedro de
Corval; in addition, responsibles for Technical Assistance have toured the six municipalities, we
have done 6 workshops, one in which village and a public event happened in Coimbra last friday
(21st april 2023) in which the consultants presented the conceptual framework of technical
assistance. There will be another event in Extremadura, in June, as a final event of this technical
assistance.
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Europe Day Euroace Bauhaus
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OP 5: a Europe closer to its citizens, promoting the integrated and sustainable 
development of all types of territories and local initiatives.

POCTEP vs New European Bauhaus

Priority 6: aims to promote the development of multisectoral strategies for integrated 
and sustainable development through cross-border cooperation. In other words, it 
consists of applying in certain territories of the area of cooperation, actions of a 
multisectoral nature to achieve a greater impact.
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How to communicate BAUHAUS



Thank you!!

Sandra Jorge
Unit for Cooperation and Promotion
Comissão de Coordenação e Desenvolvimento
Regional do Alentejo
sandra.jorge@ccdr-a.gov.pt

https://www.ccdr-a.gov.pt/
https://www.bauhauseuroace.com/
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